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5-Jan 4-Jan Chg 5-Jan 4-Jan Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 13,610.74     13,466.49   1.07%   RM/USD 3.9975       4.0065      0.23%

  FBM KLCI 1,817.97       1,803.45      0.81%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 13,165.41     13,036.81   0.99%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,594.00  2,585.00  0.35%

  DJIA 25,295.87     25,075.13   0.88%   Oil/barrel (US$) 61.44        62.01        -0.92%

  S&P 500 2,743.15       2,723.99      0.70%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,319.35  1,322.75  -0.26%

  NASDAQ 7,136.56       7,077.92      0.83%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 575.00      571.00      0.70%
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Corporate News 
 
FGV secures RSPO-certification for 8 mills, targets 8 more by March  
FGV has secured Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) certification for 8 mill complexes at the end of last year, 
and aims to get 8 more mill complexes certified by the same by March. The 8 newly RSPO-certified mills are expected to 
produce over 200,000 tonnes of certified sustainable palm oil (CSPO) and almost 60,000 tonnes of certified sustainable 
palm kernel oil (CSPK). Aside from capitalising on the premium offered, FGV will be able to access markets in the EU and 
North America, as well as customers that demand certified palm oil products. This year, besides the 8 more RSPO-
certified mills, FGV expects to see more than 30m complexes be audited by RSPO and Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil 
(MSPO) by end-December. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Wah Seong to pay Dutch firm £500,000 to settle dispute  
Wah Seong will pay Dutch pipe coating solutions fabricator and installer Bauhuis BV £500,000 (RM2.72m) as part of a 
settlement agreement, bringing an end to arbitration proceedings in London between the 2 parties. The settlement 
follows an outstanding payment claim of €3.9m by Bauhuis against Wah Seong’s indirect wholly-owned subsidiary 
Wasco Coatings HK Ltd. The claim was for the supply of pipe-coating equipment to be installed and commissioned by 
Bauhuis at a pipe manufacturing plant in Regina, Canada, under a contract signed in 2015. Wasco in turn filed a 
counter-claim of US$20.57m against Bauhuis for alleged cost overruns and delays. Last November, Wah Seong said 
Bauhuis had delayed in the delivery of the equipment or obtaining the Canadian Standards Association approval for 
pipe coating equipment. (Source: The Edge)  
 
Samling is said to prepare RM1bil IPO for Bentley dealer  
Samlin, the Malaysian timber giant, is planning an IPO of its automotive operations that could raise more than RM1bn. 
Samling is working with advisers to explore a possible dual listing of the business in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore later 
this year. The share sale could include Samling’s domestic car dealership division as well as operations under StarChase, 
a luxury auto distributor backed by the group’s controlling Yaw family. StarChase runs dealerships in Hong Kong and 
mainland China selling brands including Porsche, Aston Martin and Volvo. In 2014, it paid S$455mil (US$342m) to 
acquire United Engineers Ltd.’s Wearnes Automotive Pte unit, which distributes Bentley and Jaguar cars in Singapore 
and Indonesia. Deliberations are at an early stage, and Samling may opt to list the business in only 1 stock market. 
(Source: Starbiz) 
 
Vivocom bags RM143m job to build affordable homes  
Vivocom has bagged an RM143m contract from Almaventures Development SB to build a 44-storey block housing 902 
units of affordable housing, with 7 floors of car park, on Jalan Gombak, Setapak. Vivocom’s subsidiary Vivocom 
Enterprise SB (VESB) has accepted the LoA from Almaventures for the project. The project will be completed within 36 
months from the date of commencement. The project is expected to contribute positively to the earnings and net 
assets of Vivocom for the duration of the project. (Source: The Edge) 
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LBS Bina targets RM1.8bn sales this yea  
Despite the soft and challenging property market, LBS Bina is optimistic of achieving a sales target of RM1.8bn in 2018, 
on the back of positive market sentiment and better company fundamentals. The group is seeing more demand from 
the affordable housing segment. For 2018, the group will be launching 8 new developments, amounting to RM2.19bn. 
Going forward, the group is anticipating significant growth from its landed property projects, namely LBS Alam Perdana 
and LBS CyberSouth. (Source: The Edge) 
 
MAHB's capex to rise 30% per year for airport upgrade  
MAHB is projecting a 30% rise in annual capex over the next 3 years, as it embarks on a programme to refurbish and 
upgrade its airports in Malaysia. The company will share the absolute figure only when we announce our year-end 
result for FY17. Capacity constraints need to be addressed in order to capture traffic growth in future. Apart from the 
KLIA, which has exceeded its capacity to handle 25m passengers per year since 2016, other airports in Langkawi, Kota 
Baru, Subang and Penang have all exceeded their capacity. Meanwhile, the airport operator will hold a soft launch of its 
airside terminal transfer service between KLIA and klia2 in the second quarter of 2018. (Source: The Edge) 
 
MGB acquires prop development firm for RM2.8m  
MGB is acquiring property development firm Multi Court Developers SB for RM2.8m. Its unit MGB Land SB is acquiring 
the entire shareholding of Multi Court from Datuk Pang Shee Pak and Datuk Kok Chee Khung. Multi Court owns a 9.35-
hectare land in Batu Pahat, Johor on which a Unit Perumahan Penjawat Awam 1Malaysia (PPA1M) project will be 
developed with an estimated gross development value of RM93.5m. Multi Court will receive a facilitation fund of 
RM14.6m from PPA1M for the project. The project is expected to commence from the second quarter of 2018 and is 
scheduled to be completed in 2020. (Source: The Edge)  
 
Eduspec partners Shenzhen-Hong Kong's PKU to promote STEM education in China  
Eduspec is teaming up with PKU-HKUST Shenzhen-Hong Kong Institution (PKU) to promote Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education in schools in China. Eduspec signed an educational cooperation 
agreement with PKU today. The 3-year collaboration is for the promotion of STEM with Computer Science and also 
STEM with Robotics Programs in Chinese schools. Under the collaboration, Eduspec being a certified STEM programmes 
distributor in Asia for the Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Academy (CMRA) will provide PKU with the relevant 
authorisation documents and confirm that PKU is the teacher training and student examination and certification center 
for CMRA-Certified STEM Programs in China, including Hong Kong and Macau. (Source: The Edge). 


